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New Jersey: a state
and its reputation
Russell W Baker
The Christian Science Monitor
NEW YORK -- In 1984,
presidential candidate Gary
Hart figured he was being clever
when he told a California au-
dience how glad he was to be
there rather in New Jersey. Mr.
Hart lost the New Jersey
primary after local papers ban-
nered his comment.
Negative portrayals of New
Jersey, which tend to cast it as
a mere shadow of New York—
a mix of cultureless suburbs and
decaying cities --are not quite as
much in vogue as they used to
be.
During Gov. Thomas Kean's
eight years in office, the state's
stock has risen considerably.
Kean's presiding over what
many consider significant
educational and urban reforms,
which coincided with an
economic boom and political
harmony, has drawn national
attention. Kean was a contepder
for the GOP vice-presidential
nomination last year and
delivered the keynote address at
the Republican National Con-
vention. With the state's new-
found cachet, it's no wonder so
many want to fill the shoes of
Kean, who is barred by law
from seeking a third term.
Leading the Democratic pack
is U.S. Rep. James Florio, a
moderate who lost by a razor-
thin 1,800-vote margin to Kean
in 1981. Polls show him with a
commanding lead, and he is
looking toward the general elec-
tion while studiously avoiding
primary gaffes. His opponents
are liberal maverick
Assemblyman Alan Karcher,
who backed Jesse Jackson in
1988, and Princeton Mayor
Barbara Boggs Sigmund. The
primary is June 6.
(see JERSEY page 5)
System charts goals
Increases in minority recruitment
by Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Each of the seven University
of Maine System campuses
presented a list of priority issues
and goals to the Board of
Trustees at a September meeting
held at the University of Maine
at Fort Kent.
Increased public service, im-
proved facilities and academic
programs are common
priorities of all campuses.
However, because of different
geographic areas, missions,
histories, and financial status of
the campuses, some distinct
goals were presented.
The priorities and goals of ;he
UMS camptises signal a conti-
nuing effort to improve quality
and life-long learning in Maine.
In 1988, UMS was honored
by the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities.
Former Secretary of Educa-
tion Terrel Bell said, "Two
states—Maine and
Virginia...emerged as clear ex-
amples of vision and ac-
tion..."
The University of Maine. a
Land and Sea Grant institution,
listed 33 goals to achieve by
1995. These are in such areas as
undergraduate and-graduate
programs, aspirations, and
research.
One of UMaines "critical
issues" listed in a BOT report is
to maintain student enrollment
at the Orono campus at bet-
ween 12,500 and 13,000. -
While holding the total
population constant, the
university will strive to increase
international and minority stu-
dent enrollment, as well as set
standard SAT scores of accep-
tance at 1000.
The University of Maine at
Augusta, also with off-campus
locations in Lewiston/Auburn
and Bath/Brunswick, is the on-
ly community college in the
system. The enrollment at
UMA in 1988 was 3,853, the
third largest of the UMS, accor-
ding to the Chancellor's Report,
1988. Despite the size of enroll-
ment, UMA's priorities and
goals consisted of basic funding
increases.
Even today, UMA's first
priority is to upgrade the level
of institutional support services
for academic programming, as
(see SYSTEM page 3)
Jackson denies rumors of
running in D.C. mayoral race
WASHINGTON (AP) This
is an off year for Jesse Jackson,
so his impact is limited-- he's an
issue in one current and one
coming campaign, an indirect
factor in a couple more, and
national Democratic
rulemakers have just dealt with
a problem he left them. Now
he's announced plans to
become a television talk show
host next fall, just when a lot
of people think he may be cam-
paigning for mayor of the
District of Columbia.
Jackson isn't saying yes or
no. "I do not choose to pursue
the hypothetical," he said in
announcing his television plans
last week. "I am not running
for any office and at this point
have no plans to do so."
Jackson said he wants to go
on television with the weekly
talk show to break a pattern in
which "fewer and fewer people
talk about more and more and
often know less and less."
Then, too, the national
forum of a syndicated television
program would provide ex-
posure and, in effect, an in-
troduction to voters the two-
time pemocratic presidential
candidate wouldn't otherwise
reach. And that can ony add to mayor. But he said he would
the Jackson factor in not run against embattled
Democratic politics. Mayor Marion S. Berry Jr., his
Jackson transplanted his longtime ally in the civil rights
Rainbow. coalition political movement. ,
headquarters from Chicago to Barry has said he will seek a
Washington this summer, say- fourth term. There will be at
ing he wanted a base closer to least three other Democratic
Congress and the rest of the candidates.
federal government. That confronts the
He registered to vote in the charismatic black leader with
District of Columbia on Aug. the kind of problem that
3, thus qualifying to run for (see JACKSON page 4)
ATTENTION
This paper is a recyclable pro-
duct. There are receptacles
beside every newsstand in every
dining commons to collect
newspapers. Throwing them
away means throwing away a
renewable resource. Thanks for
your cooperation,
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Nate Might Nompany
needs
Volunteer
Escorts
-*work as much—or as little—as-you want
•go anywhere on campus while you work
(escorts carry beepers)
•have a friend be your escorting partner
-
Please Help Improve
the Safety of our Campus
for fur flier informatiorzTrontact
the ROC Office (x1761), or
Cathie McLean (x4751, room 301)
IN SEARCE or
LEADERSEIP
THE THIRD ANNUAL
STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1989
Students -- are you looking for an opportunity for
leadership development in such areas as leadership
styles, change theory, and communication skills?
If so, twenty-five spaces are now available to
those individuals who are willing to make a
commitment to this conference which includes
sixteen workshops, a keynote speaker, and a panel
discussion at noon.
If you have an interest or would like more
information about this exciting annual
conference, please call the Center for
Student Services at 581-1406.
The Daily Maine Campus, Thesday, October 10, 1989.
News Briefs
Hundreds of East Germans are
jailed for demonstrating
BERLIN (AP) — East German
authorities ordered dozens of people
jailed up to six months for taking part
in pro-democracy demonstrations
acrosS-the antitnunist country over -
the weekend, West German television
reported today.
As many as 15,000 people, mostly
young people, staged a sit-down strike
in Dresden late Sunday, while
thousands. _more demonstrated in
other cities. Witnesses said police us-
ing clubs and dogs broke up the
protests.
East Germany accused the "gang
of Western reporters" for stirring up
the protests, which began over the
weekend as East Germany marked its
40th anniversary.
In addition to the protests, East
Germany's hard-line leadership was
embarrassed during the anniversary
by the exodus of tens of thousands of
its citizens to the West.
The government began letting
Western tourists back into East Berlin
today after having--kept them- out
since Thursday during the anniver-
sary ceremonies.
However, some West Germans were
still being kept out, West Berlin of .
ficials said.
On Sunday, the second day of pro-
tests, police used clubs and dogs to
thousands of demonstrators
rallying for democratic reform out-
side an East Berlin church.
The peaceful protesters shouted
"We want freedom!" and "No
violence!" as security forces broke up
their sit-in at the Protestant
Gethsemane Church, beating
demonstrators and chasing them in-
to side streets.
Hungarian Communists embrace
new democratic aspirations
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) —
The Communist Party has changed
its name and -embraced democratic
aspirations, but its members on Mon-
day retained the head of the old par-
ty in a compromise vote.
Delegates to the closed session said
Rezoe Nyers was chosen as head of
the Hungarian Socialist Party's col-
lective presidency after dissatisfied
reformers reluctantly agreed to sup-
port him.
Hours before beginning the closed
- -session, the party congress adopted a
-manifesto pledging commitment to
democracy and a break with the
Marxist-Leninist orientation of its
Communist predecessor.
Despite the stated commitment to
_ ,
democracy, reformist delegates have
expressed concern that the new party
does not differ sufficiently from its
-- predecessor. The choice of Nyers to
continue as leader was expected to in-
-crease the- anxiety of some who
wanted a clean break with the past.
Ideological differences among the
three top men in the collective leader-
ship emerged before the secret ballot,
but Premier Miklos Nemeth told
reporters before entering the hall that
"the danger of a split has been
averted."
Nemeth was said earlier to be
siding with Imre Pazsgay, a fellow
reformer and the third man in the
leadership, against Nyers, who is con-
sidered a centralist.
800-pound sea turtle found is 
killed by aquarium authorities
BOSTON (AP) — The New
- England Aquarium killed an
800-pound sea turtle early Monday,
a day after it was picked up in Maine,
because officials determined the
animal, which refused to return to the
water, had trouble swimming.
"We make a judgement based on
humane care," said Andrea Conley,
a spokeswoman for the aquarium.
The female leatherback turtle was
discovered ashore Saturday afternoon
south of Portland.
U.S. Coast Guard Petty Officer
Terry Brown said officials were advis-
ed by the aquarium that it is not
unusual for sea turtles to beach
themselves if they are tired.
The Coast Guard was told to leave
the turtle on the beach overnight, and
when officials returned Sunday, they
found it was gone, Brown said.
But later Sunday morning, officials
received a report that the animal had
beached itself again, about 10 miles
up the coast in Portland.
Officials contacted the New
England Aquarium, and the turtle
was brought to Boston.
Greg Early, associate curator for
animal care at the aquarium, said an
initial examination of the animal
showed no obvious injuries, and so
the turtle was taken to the ocean to
be released.
"We found out it was having a lot
of trouble with its motor control,"
he said. "Every time we tried to get
it out in the water, it would founder.
The animal really couldn't support
itself. "
Since the turtle could not swim, of-
ficials decided they had no choice but
to kill it, Early said.
"If we had put it into a tank, it
would just batter itself into the side
of the tank." he said.
Early said aquarium officials were
making arrangements to send the tur-
tle's body to the University of Miami
in Florida to be used in research.
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•System
those available presently aren't "accep-
table," according to their report to the
BOT.
The report stated: "The most critical
needs are those found in key support
areas such as learning facilities, com-
puters, and telephone equipment."
Another goal for UMA includes im-
proving its capacity to serve two different
and changing student populations, one
seeking a liberal arts education, and the
other seeking associate and masters level
professional preparation.
The University of Maine at Farm-
ington, a leading teacher preparation in-
stitution in Maine, had a student enroll-
ment of 2,427 in 1988, according to the
Chancellor's Report.
Among UMFs goals are to add facul-
ty in areas in which student demand it
greater than the teaching capacity,
upgrade equipment for laboritories, con-
struct a physical fitness facility, and ac-
quire property adjacent to campus.
In order to "recruit and support a
diverse student population," UMF
plans to add a minority recruiter to
their admissions staff, maintain ties with
foreign universities, and increase finan-
cial aid for minority and international
students.
The University of Maine at Fort Kent,
with a student population of 620,
said it will strive to serve the
bicultural, (American and Canadian)
traditional and nontraditional student.
Program planning at UMFK, accor-
ding to its Steering Committee, must
take into consideration the economic,
geographic, and cultural factors of the
area.
Considering these factors, the priori-
ty areas include strengthening programs
(continued from page I)
to meet the needs of the people in St.
John's Valley and developing more stu-
dent services and athletic options.
Sustaining the beauty of the campus
and developing a public relations effort
to enhance enrollment are also priority
areas for UMFK.
The University of Maine at Machias
had a student population of 851 in 1988
UMM's environmental . study a„nd
recreation management programs are
"uniquely suited to its Downcast loca-
tion," accordihg to their report submit-
ted to the  BOT.
Because UMM serves "those who are
unable to leave the region to further their
education," priority issues include
"increasing the number of people in
Washington County who improve the
quality of their lives through access to
UMM. "
The University of Maine at Presque
Isle will use a portion of a S2.3 million
grant to improve academic and student
,ervices.
UMPI's report to the BOT said assess-
ment programs, a tracking system, and
a first-year transitional semester will be
put into effect.
Construction efforts are also under-
way at UMPI. Completion of a student
center is anticipated in 1991. The Univer-
sity of Southern Maine, described as a
"metropolitan university" in the
Chancellor's Report, has a student
population of 10,000.
USM's submitted priorities for
1990-1995 include "increasing access to
summer academic programs, strengthen-
ing international perspective in academic
programs, and bringing collections for
the University up to national norms."
Mbareck to visit U Maine
Mauritania journalist Ould Beyrouk
Mbareck is spending Oct. 10 and 11 at
the University of Maine, as part of a visit
to the United States under the auspices
of the International Visitor Program of
the U. S. Information Agency.
Mbareck, a journalist at the daily
Chaab in the Islamic Republic of
Mauritania, located in Northwest
Africa, is founder, manager and editor
of a monthly magazine, Mauritanie De-
main (Mauritanian Tomorrow), and is
preparing a book of his French language
short stories for publication. From
1985-87, he was a journalist and direc
tor of personnel at Mauritanian Radio
and Television Co.
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are in and may be
picked up at the Student
Activities Office
(Dean Lucy's Office) in
the Memorial Union.
See Carol.
Brought to you by the
Senior Skull Society
2.••••••_..7 zoo. "Pr...7 zr•--
Sex Matters
By Dr. Sandra L. Caron
Q: Why do women phi), head games?
Why can't they just be honest about who
they are and what they feel?!? Male,
Senior.
A: We all want to be liked. In new rela-
tionships, we tend to present an idealiz-
ed version of ourselves. We want to put
our "best foot forward," hoping the
other person will like us. I'm not sure
what you mean by "head games," but
my guess is that behind the facade is a
person not yet ready to risk their true
self. Be supportive and patient,_ and
- when it is safe your friend may be moil"
open with you.
Q: Can you get pregnant the first time
you have sexual intercourse or even if
you don't "go all the way?" Female, First
Year.
A: YES!
Q: What can I do when I want to make
love, but my partner isn't "in the
mood?" How can I get him in the
mood? Female, Senior.
A: Loving relationships thrive on mutual
respect. I am not sure that you can makt
anybody feel romantic and sexy just
because that's the time you're feeling
romantic and sexy. Generally, "turn-
ons" for men include caring, touch,
warm shared feelings, and the interest in
mutual respect.
Q: How do you get a shy guy to ask you
out if you are shy yourself? Help!
Female, Sopboore.
A: Try taking mini-steps before you try
for great leaps. Maybe you and this
young man are not ready for dating in
a very serious way. Perhaps the place to
begiuU.ashared_ganversation, studying
together at the library, or simply taking
a walk together. Friendship, which is the
basis for most meaningful relationships,
is built on shared experiences. Such ex-
periences often occur in routine daily
life.
Q: I don't understand it Why do women
continually date men (and keep going
back to them) when the man treats them
like dirt? Male, Junior.
A: Often, our past experience—even as
children--preconditions us to feel more
comfortable, more at home, in destruc-
tive relationships. People who have
— grew& with damaging experiences_
often change the direction of their lives
with the help of counseling. Of course,
not every woman seeks this type of rela-
tionship; but for those who do, counsel-
ing and psychotherapy are often helpful. -
(Students can obtain such information
at the Counseling Center).
Q: Its are guys embarrassed to admit
to being virgins. Female, Sophomore.
We give many, many social messages to
boys as they are growing up to be corn-
peter, to be knowlegeable, and to be in
iarge--in such areas as sports, social
periormance. etc. Thus, in this way,
young men assume they are supposed to
know and be competent in everything--
even ii sexual matters—before they have
ti - experience. Everyone is a beginner
sometime. There is a first time and that
can be very special.
—Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Pro-
fessor of Family Relations in the School
of Human Development. She teaches
Human Sexuality in the spring semester
Questions for Dr. Caron should be sent
directly to the Daily Maine Campus,
Lord Hall.
The Society of WomenEngineers
will be hosting a
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP
featuring Patty Counihan from the Career Center
TONITE! Tues., -Oct. 10th
at 7:00 p.m. in 100 Jenness Hall
Remember to Bring Your Resume! We will be
critiquing resumes following the presentation
ALL WELCOME -
--4
THE
SKI
BEST
SUGARLOAF/USA
A Full Season of Skiing for only $300
9 days of skiing pays for pass.
Tickets Available
Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym
-
T-Tri •
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Police investigate 
Me. murder-suicide
MECHANIC FALLS, Maine (AP) —
State police investigators were trying
Monday to determine whether a "very
._agitated" man who shot and _killed a
' teen-age neighbor before turning the ri-
---fle on himself was having one of the
LSD flashbacks he had previously ex-
perienced. a spokesman said.
State Public Safety Department
spokesman Stephen McCausland said
Allen Shackley had been treated in Nev.
Hampshire for use of ihe hallucinogenic
-drug, adding that he beheveszi- the trear-
ment occurred in 1984.
Shackley, 23, "has had a problem with
flashbacks" in the past, but apparently
not since he moved to Maine six months
ago, McCausland said.
Investigators had made "no deter-
mination" about whether he was having
a flashback at the time of the murder-
suicide Sunday afternoon. Toxicoloi6
tests were planned, but McCauslane
acknowledged that they would on1,
show foreign substances that have be
injested recently.
Autopsies conducted Monday by Dr.
Ronald P. Roy, the state's deputy chief
medical examiner, showed that both
Shackley and 15-year-old David Gagne
were killed by bullets from Shackle)'s
30.06 semi-automatic rifle, McCausland
said.
Shackley was living with an uncle,
Joseph Cushman, and his family in the
house where the shootings occurred on
state Route 26 in Mechanic Falls.
  
Shackley had moved to Maine from
North Hampton, N.H., where he was
last employed as a laborer two years ago,
McCausland said. Shackley had gone
out for target practice with a hunting ri-
fle Sunday, and returned to the house in
a "very agitated state" at around 2 p.m.,
McCausland said.
He pointed the rifle at Cushman'stwo
daughters Angela Kimball, 12, and Lisa
Kushman, 12 and ordered them to go to
the attic. One of the girls pushed him
aside, and they both ran out the door
and over to a neighbor's house.
Shackley then went outside and grabb-
ed Gagne, who had just come up the
driveway, and pulled him into the house.
Police later learned that Gagne ap-
_parent ly  _was _shot _almost n_j_jmediately,
just inside the front door.
A state police tactical unit was sent to
the scene at about 2:15 p.m., believing
Shackley had barricaded himself inside.
In fact, McCadsland said Monday, in
vestigators learned that the shootings
had probably already occurred.
The tactical team, reluctant to take
-any abrupt ',moon in The absence of cover
on the property around the house,
waited until nightfall and entered the
house through a rear door at 7 p.m.,
McCausland said.
Gagne's body was found near the
front door, and Shackley's body was in
an upstairs bedroom. Firefighters threy,
a burning mattress from a second floor
window, but it was anclear what ignited
the mattress of whether it was in the
room where Shackley's body was found.
McCausland said Gagne, who lived
neaby, had gone to the house to borrow
a cnainsaw, even though he "was aware
that the girls had fled the building."
Another youth, who had gone to
check on Gagne moments after he was
pulled into the house, looked through
the window and "saw David lying mo-
tionless by the front door,"
McCausland said.
Police concluded that that two shots
had been fired from Shackely's rifle.
Otter weapons in the house "appeared
to be untouched," McCausland said.
Investigators, who were at the scene
until 1 a.m. Monday, planned to inter-
view the girls and other family members
later in the day in an attempt to
reconstruct the events leading up to the
shootings, McCausland said.
Friends and neighbors remembered
Gagne as a friendly, helpful boy.
"He had a smile that just wouldn't go
away," said Nathan:R.- Morris, the
principal of the Elm Street School,
where Gagne attended classes through
last year.
Aixosoz. AWAILZMISS
Question: If I'm out with my friends at a party, and one of them Ls drinking too much.
what can I do to get them to sober up enough to go back to the dorm?
Answer: First, try to get them to stop dnnlung, only time will solve the problem (try en-
couraging another activity). Sec,ond, by to get them to eat something (food slows the
absorption of alcohol into the bloodstream). Coffee or fresh air really isn't going to help.
Third. above all, do not let your friend drive.
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or to submit questions for this
daily column, stop by the Cutler Health Center. or call 581-4016.
1
FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FORSTUDENTS WHO NEr 11LLi
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellow
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests. career
plans. family heritage and place of residence
• There's money available for student! who have been newspaper carriers. grocery
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6401
-7
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•Jackson
the kind of problem that doesn't apply
at the loftier political levels. His
statements and Barry's put things on
hold pending further maneuvering. But
there has been no hold in the specual-
tion, notably after Democratic National
Chairman Ronald H. Brown said he-
thinks Jackson will run for mayor and
will win. Brown, convention managet7 77Douglas WildeLstxlcs to become the first
for the Jackson presidential campaign black elected governor of any state,
in 1988, said his forecast wasn't based'- -tacl"cul has' 1-1V4 autQt.ihCfl1pa1fl-
on inside information or direct wort! Wilder nee s ti.e support of moderate
from Jackson. :onservative Democrats to win. With
Brown also said he doubted anything those vital blocs, Jackson s involvement
would sou_plertawdultive.sh,c).ii of  lepl proceedinos wniild keen
Barry from running again. Barry has
been involved in a federal investigation
into alleged drug dealing by an associate
and former city employee.
The mayor has denied any
wrongdoing.
When that puzzle unravels it could
have a national impact. Should Jackson
become mayor, it could sideline him in
what otherwise would be an almost cer-
tain third campaign for the Democratic
presidential nomination in 1992.
The Jackson factor also figures in
other, more important political competi-
tion, notably the contest for mayor of
New York. Republicans have tried to
_make an issue of Jackson's support for
David N. Dinkins, the black Democrat
who won nomination over Mayor Ed-
ward Koch. Despite apologies and peace
gestures, Jackson's '84 description, of
New York as "hymietown" still rankles
continued from page 0
among Jewish voters, a vital bloc in a
mayorial election there.
Jackson's headquarters said he has no
firm schedule for campaign appearances
in New York, but he is expected to go
there for efforts to register and turn out
black voters in Dinkins' behalf.
In Virginia, v, here Lt. Gov. L.
In Cleveland, voters will be choosing
between two black candidates for
mayor, and while Jackson's allies back-
ed the man v,ho led the primary, the
challenger is coming on strong after
unexpectedly beating three white can-
didates to win a spot on the final ballot.
At the Democratic National Commit-
tee's fall meeting, one Jackson-
sponsored change in the rules on appor-
tionment of pr -sidential n• ,minating was
undone, s II h mother to follow later
The committee restored the status of its
303 members t. uncommitted delegates
to future conventions. Later, with
Brown's support, it plans to revive a re-
quirement that candidates in the 1992
primaries and caucuses get at least 15
percent of the vote in order to win com-
mitted delegates. Jackson advocates
straight proportional representation.
"isSIP v‘kinfai "QrSis
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER  _
MONDAYS, 11-12 NOON & TUESDAYS 12-1 PM
NUI1ER LOUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION
Bring your lunch, meet one another, share your student
experiences, learn about resources designed for you.
COMMUTER STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER
WEDNESDAYS. 1-2 PM
NUTTER LOUNGE. MEMORIAL UNION
Bring your lunch, meet other commuters, share your
student experiences - Come and meet each other!
COMMUTER SERVICES OFFICE:
EVENING HOURS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
UNION ON TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
4.30 - 7:00 PM
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE **
COMMUTER / `NTS SERVICES
RESOURCE ROOM AVAILABLE
STUDENT CENTER 4
THURSDAYS
iMeet each other, give support, learn about resouravailable to you.SINGLE PARENT SUPPORT GROUPTHURSDAYS 10:30 - 11:30 AM
OPEN HOURS.10 - 10:30 AM & 11:30 -1 PM
STUDY SKILLS 1-2 PM 
I
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Trial deemed
"a circus"
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Where
were you when _jurors convicted Zsa
Zsa Gabor of slapping a Beverly Hills
dop? •
It was a Friday afternoon on the
West Coast when the story broke.
Television stations interrupted pro-
gramming. People on breaks in lun-
chrooms stopped and stared at the
drama, broadcast live. In offices,
workers huddled around radios.
Nearly 100 reporters, with camera
and sound crews for television and
radio, converged on the scene.
The weight of Miss Gabor's misde-
Meanor trial could have been carried
on the back of a butterfly, but it was
covered by both pritt and electronic
media with the same tenacity as the
verdicts across town of Richard
Ramirez, found guilty Of 13 "Night
Stalker" murders recently, with the
death penalty recommended.
Not every television executive in
town was comfortable with that, but
others acknowledged that in Los
Angeles, celebrity news is a legitimate
story.
And the demands for satellite feeds
and live coverage spots for other sta-
tions elsewhere signalled an across-
the-nation rhapsody for hungarian-
accented singers from the bombastic
personality and sometime actress.
 KCBS Vice President and General
Manager Robert Hyland complained
in an editorial that Miss Gabor "got
more press and TV than the combin-
ed sinking and rediscovery of the
Titanic."
"She gets publicity money can't
buy; media does the work for free and
taxpayers fork up to 5,000 (final
cost was estimated at $30,000) court
costs for a case that could have been
settled by a judge," Hyland said in
his editorial. -Conclusion: That lady
knows how to make the donkey
follow the carrot."
•Jersey
continued from page 1)
The Republican race is far more open,
and as the candidates try to distinguish
themselves from the pack, they seem to
be settling on a surprising issue: Mr.
Kean himself. As popular as he remains,
the governor is grappling this year with
New Jersey's version of the economic
troubles that have afflicted New York,
Connecticut, and other nearby states. In
1986, the state had a 1.5 billion surplus;
this year, it faces a $300 million to $500
million deficit.
The two GOP candidates who appear
to be in the lead, state Assembly Speaker
Charles Hardwick and U.S. Rep. James
Courter, blame Kean for too much
governmeut as they appeal Ito conser-
vatives who dominate the party primary
vote. The other candidates seeking to
establish conservative credentials include
W. Cary Edwards, a former state at-
torney general, and state Sens. Gerald
Cardinale and William Gormley.
In spite of the primary's rightward tilt,
if the state's politics are anything, they
are moderate: Neither party dominates
the elect:ye offices, and nobody
epitomizes this spirit of moderation bet-
ter than Kean, who is "Republican by
birth, not by policy," says Carl Van
Horn, associate director of the Eagleton
Institute of Politics at Rutgers Universi-
ty. After running as a Reagan conser-
vative, Kean raised income sales taxes,
and state spending climbed from- $7
billion to $12 billion. At the GOP na-
tional convention, anti-abortion activists
booed him for his pro-choice stance..
-6: The Daily Maine Campus, Jliesday, October 10, 1989.
Editorial
Give students
a break
esterdty was Columbus day, Yom Kippur and
Canada's Thanksgiving Day. In South Africa
and Australia it was Labor Day.
It seems the second Monday in October has more
than enough holidays to go around. _
Of course, to the students and faculty of the Universi-
ty of Maine it was just another in a long string of Mon-
days. In fact it was the sixth of eleven Mondays stret-
ching from early September to late November when we
get Thanksgiving Break.
The University of Maine appears to dislike holidays.
Students get Thanksgiving and Christmas off but
that's it. Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, and Martin
Luther King Day all pass by without ceremony.
Out in the real world Columbus Day, which is a
federal legal public holiday, was commemorated with a
three day weekend.
On campus the holiday was observed by the con-
spicuous absence of receptionists, maids and janitors,
and mail service.
They work hard and deserve the day off. So do the
students.
In past years the fall semester was broken up nicely by
an October break. However, clue to the large number of
out-of-state students attending UM, that four day
weekend was abolished in favor of a longer Thanksgiv-
ing break. -
It was a good idea and should make life easier on a
lot of students. But the plan has its drawbacks.
The fall semester always seems to be the longest and
eleven straight weeks of classes without a break doesn't
make it any shorter.
The solution? Give students federal holidays off.
Having one three day weekend out of two and a half
months of school is not going to destroy the educational
mission of the university.
Even though it's only twenty-four hours having the oc-
casional Monday free can do wonders for morale.
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Not like they used to
They don't build houses like
_they used to. Or so they say.
That's because we've devised
short cuts to eliminate tedious
work.
We buy pre-cut raw materials,
pre-mixed concrete mix, and
pre-made bathroom tile. With
 these materials we build expen-
sive houses with thc aesthetic
value of a bag of guano.
So we, the world without
dinosaurs, have made excuses to
help us procrastinate and make
new time to waste.
For instance, we program
computers to figure out the
shortest distance between two
problems and we fill in the
blanks when the computer says
"fill in the blanks."
That answer, the rationality
between problems, essentially,
created by us, only thought out
faster by a computer, could be
the demise of intellectualism
even though it took intellec-
tualism to create it.
So the annals of our brains
are relaxing for this century. We
advocate laziness because we
can afford to. It feels good, it
seems harmless and, at least, we
can have a good time at it.
If the shoe fits wear it.
We have determined, for the
most part, we are lazy.
So what is the science behind
this? How do we manage to not
manage our time and be more
productive intellectually?
Studying in college has turn
ed out to be the biggest boner
in history.
We go to the library, the
largest, non-member social club
at the university, to open our
books, look at the words, and
start meaningless conversation
about the dogs on the mall or
something of equal mentality.
In the dorm room, we study
Steve Pappas
to the beat of music from all
directions, the television, hair-
dryer, and intermittent scream 
of fury.
Study lounges are a waste of
two words that could mean
something beneficial. They are
the salons for ice cream or piz-
za parties. They are frequently
used as smoking areas.
Some courageous students
spend time studying on the
mall. That tends to get difficult
after October 31.
The Union seems to be the
most impersonal place to study
at the University of Maine.
We are often inspired by the
expression, "Food for
thought." The thought-
provoking process is usually not
enhanced by eating but rather
a perpetual interruption of
slobbering, sipping, belching,
and general table manners
situated on the couch or floor.
Study 'breaks are necessary
every ten or fifteen minutes to
aid in the regeneration of
overused brain cells.
And finally the extreme can
be introduced: don't study.
It doesn't work. These tradi-
tionalists shuffle across campus
with their heads aimed low.
They appear disoriented and
petrified about the grades they
are receiving.
The art of studying was lost.
It deteriorated after Stonehenge
wasbjiUand after
Michelangelo painted the ceil-
ing of the Sistine Chapel. The
philosophers and intellectuals
of times past have thought
everything through. Nothing
more is original in society.
We are even able to predict
the future with those diodes
that leave most of us in the
shade, under trees on the mall.
,We are taking education for
granted it seems. This educa-
tional institution has evolved in-
to a maelstrom of experiences
and education, more for the in-
dividual than for the mind.
It's not wrong, though. Stu-
dying is the basis for our ex-
istence in college. We should
take it seriously. Not seriously
enough that at the end of four
years we should be able to
reconstruct the Parthenon in
Athens.
The extra time may be more
important. We are constantly
accused of wasting time with
primitive study habits and
pranks.
It takes these escapes to
maintain our sanity in a world
where the players are a cog in
the mechanism, and an educa-
tion is only the beginning of a
successful career.
They don't build houses like
they used to. Or so they say.
Steven Pappas is a nerd. He
spends too much time reaking
Superman comic books and
getting lost.
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Response
Walk-A- Bout for charity
To the editor:.
October 21st is going to be a
very exciting time. Not only is
mall for one hour.
tt will conclude on Saturday,
October 28th with all par-
ticipants walking the final hour
there a football game (and side laigether (4:00-5:00pm) ending
'defeaTiiiihe ollieFICaili)btil h "a'-rttePtilun in the Dn
Yankee. By walking for an hour
you are \ supportnag an on-going
effort at the University of
Maine to make a difference in
our community.
The donation fee to walk is
a minimum of $15, and we cer-
tainly encourage more dona-
tions. You may collect pledges,
have a group sponsor, or
perhaps pay the registration fee
yourself. Each walker that
donates $15 will receive a Walk-
A-Bout t-shirt.
We will be signing people up
for times to walk on Monday,
October 9 and Tuesday, October
it is also the kickoff day for the
first ever Walk-A-Bout on the
University of Maine campus.
This is a 24 hour, full week
charity event to help two wor-
thy organizations: the•March of
Dimes, and the American Heart
Association. It is being spon-
sored by VOICE (Volunteers In
Community Efforts), located at
the Student Activity Office.
The Walk-A-Bout starts at
5:00pm on October 21st (after
the football game) and the
walkers (or runners, joggers,
bikers skateboarders) will do
whatever they do around the
10 in the Union. After that, sign
ups will be in the Student Ac-
tivity Office (x1793) until all
slots are filled.
Think about it,
Sheri Badger
Student Volunteerism Intern
Shari Rapoza
Walk-A-Bout Coordinator
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
vezify•ybe validity of letters...atezausi_have
a naadress, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will not, print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made st-qih—t-he ecrifor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
Support blood drive
To the editor:
Well, once again it is Blood
Drive Season. This year GSS
and ATO, and The American
Red Cross are hoping to have an
CIA recruitment -
at the university
Part 2 of 3: Moral Dilemmas
Guest column by Michael Howard
In the previous column I indicated
four types of CIA activity that lead
us to raise questions about universi-
ty recruitment policy. In this column
I want to discuss the moral dilemmas
between social responsibility on the
one hand and free speech and student
choice on the other. All of these
valuesare important, and any serious
response to the issue of CIA recruit-
ment must consider all of them.
First, there is the question of social
responsibility. The worst crimes of
this century have been political
crimes (such as the Holocaust, or
the Stalinist purges) which could
not have been perpetuated without
the complicity of universities and
University-trained professionals.
Universities in the latter half of the
twentieth century bear a special
responsibility to understand such
complicity, and to do what what can
be done to avoid it in the future. In
the case at hand, we have to ask
ourselves whether in allowing the
CIA to recruit, we are not turning a
blind eye to their activities, and pro-
viding an institutional seal of ap-
proval for them.
Second, there is the question of
free speech. Would barring the CIA
from recruiting constitute a violation
of the agency's first ammendment
rights, and also the rights of students
to hear them and be rt. •ruited by
them? My own view is that this is not
a free speech issue. Eva. current
policy permits barring recruiVrs from
campus who discriminate against
minorities and women. Such
recruiters would not be prohibited
from speaking on campus, nor
should they be. But allowing them to
use university recruitment facilities is
granting them a privilege, which
the university is entitled to revoke
if _they are unwilling to abide by
university policy.
Third, there is the issue of student
choice. Here again, the current
policy, approved by the Student
Senate in the seventies, does not
recognize absolute freedom of
choice: employers discriminating
against minorities and women are not
allowed to recruit on campus, even
though some students' opportunities
are restricted as a result. The ques-
tion facing all of us is not whether
moral criteria should govern recruit-
ment policy, but which moral criteria
we as a community can agree upon,
and that can only be determined as
a result of discussion.
If we can agree that the activities
of the CIA are so outrageous and ex-
ceptional that they warrant an institu-
tional response, we should be
prepared to limit opportunities for
the sake of social responsibility, as we
do in the case of employers who
discriminate, and as we have done
with corporations investing in apar-
theid. In the next column I will
outline some of the options tO
university community might adopt in
response to issues raised by CIA ._
recruitment.
even more successful year than
last.
But we wish to inform
residents that we will be in your
cafeteria recruiting. We do
not want you to take offense
when we approach you to
give blood. There is no need
to run. We ask each in-
diVidual at every opportuni-
ty. We do not single certain
individuals out.
to giving blood, simply say
"no" when we ask you. We are
not vampires, we do not attack.
We are students, just like you,
but we're working for the Red
Cross.
So, if you see us, there is no
need to become defensive. We
just need your help, and we ap-
preciate it when you give it, and
so does each person whose life
you save. We hope to see you at
our Blood Drives, but if you
don't wish to give, that's o.k. Try
to support us anyway you can.
Crystal J Hodgkins
GSS Blood Drive Co.Chair
If switch is trivial
why stand in way? 
To the editor:
Rather than. ending the debate
over whether the term
"freshman" is sexist, two re-
cent letters to the Daily Maine
Campus have raised further
questions for me.
Although there are 'many
aspects of their arguments that
tmd troublesome, for the sake
of space, I'll address the most
salient one. B. Washburn and
D. Vetter (DMC 10/5/89) ex-
filicitly and implicitly deem the
attempt to replace the term
"freshman" with the term
— first year student" as
"trivial."
If, as Mr. Vetter claims,
there is no difference between
the , terms, and the issue is
"trivial", as Ms. Washburn
maintains.., why are they so
violently opposed to the switch.?
Why the anger at advocates of
the switch, an anger than
manifests itself in labels such as
"pathetic and ignorant" and
"immature"?
Again, if the issue is trivial,
why spend enough energy on it
to get angry in the first place?
Why not just let it go? Let
"freshman" be replaced by
"first year student".
I assert that FOTEs suThi Ms.'
Wahburn and Mr. Vetter can
support their premise that the
issue of gender-neutral
language is "trivial" (and con-
sequently end the debate) by
ceasing to fight the change in
language.
If, as they claim, the matter
Ts unimportant and
"freshman" is not bothersome
to them, why do they stand in
The way of relief for those of us
to whom the term IS bother-
some?
Perhaps there is something to
this issue after - -
Mr. Vetter and Ms.
Washburn, prove that each of
you is a better man than I (If
that last bit seemed odd to you,
reflect on that.) and use the
term "first year student".
What will be lost if the matter
is truly trivial?
Mr. Vetter, if your argument
that "freshman" is not gender-
based is true, then it follows
that "freshwoman" is not
either.
May I introduce you by say-
ing, "This is David Vetter. He's
a freshwoman at UMaine"? If
this is unacceptable to you,
perhaps there are some underly-
ing issues that don't support
your claim that the whole issue
is "trivial".
---"K e st alo
Estabrooke Hall
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Response
Just the facts ma'am
To the editor:
In response to Kathie Con-
nelly's column of 10/6/89,
Kathie wasn't like the other kids
Remote Control?
MTV groupiedom mattered,
nothing else did
Remote Control?
REAL contestants said "Hey!"
but producers said sho'!"
Remote Control?
She weasled her way onto that
silly game show
Remote Control?
Gee, Kathie, it was really
tough to take part in the
Remote Control show when it
came to the University of
Maine.
The written test, the on-stage
performance and the mock
rounds of the game left 18 peo-
ple who would go on to have
their 15 minutes in the spotlight-
on the stage of the Maine
Center for the Arts in front of
a- crowd of a thousand people.
You really had to be pretty
smart to attain even channel
status, right, Kathie?'
Oh yeah, that's right, you
never took part in the written
test,- on-stage performance or
the mock rounds. You just
dropped from the heavens when
the human channels were being
named and you were one of
them.
Tess up...how did you get on
the show, anyway?
My curiosity has been pi-
qued. Do you know more about
Ken's "blood-shot eyes" than
you let on?
Yes, I was an "alternate chan-
nel" at the Remote Control
show and this letter may sound
like a bunch of sour grapes to
the layman...no no, layperson
on campus.
But perhaps it's for the best
- perhaps the fulfillment of
aching lifelong ambitions would
not have been quite as intense
had T—ben on instead OT
1Cath...aw hell, grapes is grapes.
I can think of 99 other people
who were more deserving of be-
ing a huinan dianneI thadYciti:
namely those people who ac-
tually took the test.
Kathie, you'll have to take my
word for it, there was a test. '
So the next time, Kathie, that
you're flopped in front of the
tube (with a fresh pot of java
brewing on the "Bunsen
Burner"), weaving dreams and
fantasies about - oh, I don't
know, being on "The Love Con-
nection" - try flipping over to
"Dragnet" first and give Joe
Friday a listen: "Just the facts,
Chickie-Pie, just the facts."
David McGowan
Alternate Channel and
Unofficial DJ of-Orilial
Remote Control Rigmarole
University is too bo
To the editor:
I am currently a sophomore
here at the University of Maine,
I have had enough of this
university's intolerance and in-
ability to reach a compromise,.
with the students for which it is
here.
I came to this school because
I heard that it had a good
business school, and it does, but
that is not the only criteria for
choosing a college. You must
choose a school you feel you
will be happy at.
I asked some people here
what it was like. They inform-
ed me that this campus was a
lot of fun and that there was
always something to do. They
said the fraternities are a lot of
fun, and that they had a lot of
parties and that there was a lot
going on off campus. It sound-
ed like a fun campus as well as
a scholastically enriching one.
However, I did realize that the
administration wasn't very ac-
tive in promoting social ac-
tiVities for the students as the
vast majority of other schools
are.
- When I got up here, the first
month or two I had a blast, I
was very socially active and met
some great people. Things
changed very rapidly, the fun
and ideally located fraternity
parties cane to a screeching
halt. Whole fraternity houses
were shut down for having ac-
tivities as innocent as parties.
They were treated as though
they had committed some severe
crime.
First and most obvious this
just causes an increase in drunk
driving and second many peo-
ple couldn't go due to lack of
transportation. It's even worse
this year, the police won't even
let people off campus have par
ties, so this year our options are
next to nothing.
The bottom line is that this
university is very boring because
the administration has steadily
stomped on all the social ac-
tivities that we have adopted
ourselves, while they haven't of-
fered us squat for alternatives.
I challenge the university to
address this problem. Yourt
cutting off your nose to spite
your face. If you can't deal with
this problem, there are plenty of
other schools that do and it's
clearly to their advantage, as
they will get all the transfers
from here. I also ask of the stu-
dent body that you voice your
opinions.
If you feel the social life here
is lacking, let it be heard. I
know I'm not alone!
Matt Chapman
Orono
The Daily Maine Campus, Tuesday, October 10, 1989.
Why write to
the Campus?
To the editor:
After having a couple of let-
ters printed in the Daily Maine
Campus, I had a few friends ask
me "Why write?" And as I like
to do, I'll write the answer.
I started to write after a
spring break to-California and
the viewing of an inside tour of
Universal City Studios. I decid-
ed I wanted to find out more
about film and writing. I was
told by a film editor that if you
want to be a writer, or anything
in life, you must go at it with a
passion. It sounded good at the
time, but I didn't really start to
write consistently until almost
a year later. I was dismissed
from UMaine and went to live
in California the following
semester_ I became a security
guard at Universal City Studios
(sort of Universal's idea of
Rent-A-Cop).
I started to keep a journal
realizing that at some point I'd
want a chronical of my adven-
ture in film. The amazing thing
is that although it is a difficult
thing to do, journals are in-
credibly useful. They are tools
for looking at our past, but also
help focus our thoughts on the
future.
On one occasion, I was to
Tailgating not inherently bad
To the editor:
Dan, concerning your
editorial on Wednesday about
no drinking at homecoming, we
both agree on thl idea that peo-
ple should "enjoy the game."
'My problem is with who is
defining how I should be able
to enjoy the game and the
whole homecoming event.
Have you, or the administra-
tion ever considered that the
concept of drinking at
ste.
Homecoming is not inherently
bad, but that the nrthod of
managing the situation at
UMaine was inadequate?
As evidenced by many suc-
cessful homecoming events
througout the country each fall,
responsible drinking and foot-
ball can and do.tnix. Granted,
two years ago there were some
problems in the tailgating area,
with many people saying it was
more the fault of the security
force present. But what does
our reactionary administration
do? Instead of preceiving both
Alumni and students over 21 as
responsible groups, and stating
that modifications are in order
for the following year, they ban
all drinking at an event that has
historically had no major pro-
blems on this campus. I am not,
by writing this letter, stating
that I or anyone else needs to
drink to have fun; quite the con-
trary. What does concern me is
the about-face our...University
maneuvered after one "ugly in-
cident" took place.
Finally, I've got a question
for you, Dan. Would you rather
be completly sober or have had
a few responsible drinks before
watching Maine (5-0 ranked 8th
in the country in their division)
play Lock Haven U. (0-?; Div.
2)?
Long live Hawaii in '90!
Alan Comeau
Graduate Student
watch over the filming of
"Outlaws". I had to use the
restroom though and upon-7
returning not more than five
minutes later the entire film
crew was gone. I have to say it
was like the feeling of losing my
mom at the supermarket when. _
I was a kid. I thought I'd get in-,
to trouble for losing my filming
crew. I asked someone where to
go. Imagine if you will having
to ask someone "Have you seen
a filming crew with ten horses,
about six trucks, a couple of
vans and a few people go by?"
The idea here is not to say
something happened to me-Nah
nal.: But it is that I have an idea
of an event that took place three
years ago.
Over the last three semesters
I have been asked to keep a
journal for a number of classes
and I find them to be in-
valuable. It not only teaches me
to remember all my thoughts,
but to focus all my thoughts.
In Sociology it helped me see
the change over the semester on
how I view my niche in the
world. In Western Civilization
it helps me understand how I
view social groups and myself.
I still hear my dean saying
"focus your thdughts, focus
your thoughts" like a. sick
parrot.
The point is when we write
we have a chance to see how we
are thinking, and to change our
minds. If I don't like it I can
throw it away (as can anyone
else), or turn the page and start
over.
I'm also a strong believer that
when we write we should
sometimes show others and
challenge ideas. Which is why I
like to write to the Daily Maine
Campus. It gives me a chance
to organize my opinions, as well
as speak out in a positive
fashion - even if the rest of the
world disagrees.
Roland W Charles III
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Sports
UMaine ready to tackle tough schedule
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
So much for the easy part.
With Its 161:1 -trouncing of Lock
Haven Saturday, the University of Maine
football team ended the first part of the
schedule with six wins in six games.
Now for the hard part.
UMaine will not enjoy home cooking
too often in its last five games, and that
one time may not be a feast.
The Black Bears travel to Rhode
Island this weekend to face the Rams
and put their unblemished record on the
line.
The University of Connecticut comes
to Orono next, followed by three road
games, all of which are important.
"The tough part is coming," Coach
Tom Lichtenberg said. "We have to
restart, kind of a season opener, against
Rhode Island. This is their homecoming
game, and as you know, you usually
sFhedule som,eone you can beat."
Rhode Island will be in for a tough
game, though, as the Rams are coming
off-a- 31-6 drubbing at the hands of
Massachusetts. URI is 2-3 overall, 1-2 in
the Yankee Conference.
"They are a very good defensive
team," Lichtenberg said. "The best
part about playing everybody this week
is that we will go in as healthy as we can
be. That is a big plus."
Justin Strzelczyk, when asked if the
lack of playing time in the last two
games might effect him, shrugged it off.
"I think I'll be more hungry for Rhode
Island," the senior defensive tackle
said. "I will play tougher. I've had a lot
of rest. "
Wide receiver Steve Roth felt that no
changes would be necessary to prepare
for the Rams.
"Rhode Island is tough against the
run," Roth said, "and they have a
defensive back named Kevin Smith who
led the nation in interceptions last year.
"But we have been successful with
what we are doing. Why should we
change? Let's make them adjust to
us; "
Lichtenberg was satisfied with his
team's performance against Lock Haven.
"We played pretty good Saturday.
With Sports Illustrated her and all, this
thing tends to swell a bit. But I don't
think our heads have swelled any."
"Back in 1987, when we were 4-0, we
really _played not to loss " 'Roth said.
"We were wondering if we were that
good. We won't let it get to our heads
now."
"We don't have a problem with heads
getting too big," Strzelczyk said. "We
are modest about our success."
Lichtenberg feels that criticism of the
timeout called with 11 seconds left in the
first half, on a drive UMaine iiltimately
scored on to make it 42-0, is unjustified.
"I disagree (that is was uncalled for).
The second team was in there, and they
have to play like it is 0-0 if they are go-
ing to get better. If it was the first team,
then no way would there have be
timeout called. "
As far as rankings go, Lichtenberg is
his usual self, not really concerned about
how high UMaine is ranked in the coun-
try at this time. - —
"To me, being 6-0 is the best ranks ig
we could have, and the best statistic,"
Lichtenberg said.
Not too much to argue with thei,
Black Bear notes
Lichtenberg was rery pic‘the0 to play
everyone against Lock Haven, with
possibly an eye toward next year.
"We have some talent there. They have
some ability. It is a great reward, to me,
for everyone to play!'
Monday's practice scrimmage was
called off since everybody had already
seen enough action for awhile.
"That will give us more time to
prepare for Rhode Island:' Lichtenberg
said.
Carl Smith and Mike Buck are still
holding their positions atop national_
rankings.
Buck's passing effeciency rating mov-
ed up to 174.6, still the best in the na-
tion. In his career, Buck has thrown for
7579 yards and 59 touchdowns. He has
Ak.
Justin Strelczyk (96) feels the University of Maine football team will not suffer
any ill effects from lack of playing time in two straight routs. UMaine will face
the University of Rhode Island Saturday on the road, the first of four big contests
away from Orono. The next home contest for the Black Bears will be the follow-
ing Saturday against the University of Connecticut. UMaine has won nine in a
row going back to last season.
yet to throw an interception so far this
season.
Smith has equaled his school record
Brennan more than just a goaltender
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
During soccer games, he stands alone.
He waits. He paces. He talks to himself.
The overall action of the game rarely in-
cludes him, but University of Maine
goalkeeper Todd Brennan is the
backbone of the Black Bear soccer team.
"Todd is a good competitor," head
coach Jim Dyer said. "He has an intense
desire to do well and the players respect
him because of his competitiveness."
Soccer has been a big part of Bren-
nan's life since he was young, but he
hasn't always been in front of the net.
"I use to play midfield," he said.
"But I started playing in goal because no
-One wanted to be the goalkeeper. So-
meone had to be it, so I played there and
I ended up being pretty good at it."
Upon entering high school, Brennan
was good enough in goal for his older
friends at Waterford High School to ask
him to play for the Lancers.
"When I was a freshman, my friends
Gary Swanson (formally a player at
Boston University), Billy Savard and
Kevin McLaughlin got me interested in
playing (at Waterford)."
After a successful career at Waterford,
Brennan looked toward extending soccer
into his collegiate plans. After careful
considerations of many top colleges in
New England, he chose to join Dyer and
the Black Bears.
"I came to Maine because I thought
I had a good opportunity to play,"
Brennan said. "I knew I probably
wouldn't play my first year because Jeff
(Spring) was the starting goalie. Other
schools had three goalies and were
recruiting two. I knew if I worked hard
I had a chance to play."
The Waterford, Conn. native added
that the besides the way he was dealt
with during his recruiting trip, one other
thing swung his decision in favor of
UMaine.
"Having a friend (UMaine forward
Robbie Brule) come with you to schools
helps a lot."
Brennan, one of this season's co-
captains, did not play his first year at
UMaine, but says he learned a great deal
from the sidelines.
"I was always ready to play even-
though I knew I probably wouldn't,"
he said. "I'd watch Jeff (Spring, UMaine
goalie at the time) and try and learn
from him. Watching and practicing with
him helped me a lot."
Spring graduated in 1986, leaving the
goalkeeper postion open. Brennan
became UMaines new goalkeeper the
following season with Spring's help.
Spring joined Dyer's coaching staff and
taught Brennan the finer points of play-
ing goalkeeper.
"It wasn't like training with a coach,
but a buddy," Brennan said. "This is
the first year that I've been here that I
haven't trained with Jeff. I miss that."
Dyer believes that Brennan capitaliz-
ed on the time he spent training with
Spring during the three years they spent
together, despite Brennan's 1.16 goals
(see BRENNAN page 11)
of 12 touchdowns, while his 907 yards
is the highest total in either Division I
or Division I-AA.
Giants win
NL pennant
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The San
Francisco Giants got the ultimate
Thrill from Will and the Bay Area got
its ultimate World Series.
Will Clark's bases-loaded single
with two outs in the eighth inning
gave the Giants a 3-2 victory over the
Chicago Cubs and the National
League pennant Monday and set up
a Bay Bridge Series starting Saturday
night at the Oakland Athletics.
Clark, in one of the greatest
postseason performances ever, set an
NL playoff record with 13 hits and 24
total bases. His single to center off
Cubs ace reliever Mitch Williams gave
the Giants their first pennant since
1962, four games to one.
The Cubs, though, fought until the
end. With two out in the ninth inn-
ing, Giants reliever Steve Bedrosian
(see GIANTS page 12)
4• s.
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up from a second-round knockdown.
He proved, in the Smith fight, that he
does have the guts and recuperative
-pp-viers oat: ac-eds to do-battle with.ir=
Mike. However, the champion is a giant
leap up in class from the likes of a
Bonecrusher Smith.
'Dyson began training for Ruddock at
Johnny Tocco's Gym in Las Vages Oct.
2. The champion's last fight, also in Ju-
ly, was a 93-second, one-punch blowout
of Carl "The Truth" Williams.
Meanwhile, 1j/son's much publicized
and turnultous personal life has retreated
dri
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Tyson-Ruddock title fight set for Nov. 18
by Alex Pierpaoli
Special for the Campus
Heavyweight champion Mike 1j/son
has signed to fight Canada's Donovan
(Razor) Ruddock on November 18, in
Edmonton, Alberta.
Ruddock, who's last fight was an im-
pressive July victory par Bonecrusher HarlentJar car accidents, Torson will be
Smith, is in for his toughest match as a able to concentrate on the sole task of
professional. Ruddock. knocked out punching holes in his next challenger.
Smith in the seventh round after getting Ruddock is a young heavyweight from
the province of Ontario who has built
up a knockout-filled record over some
questionable opponents.
_ derPnt____heavyweiaht
journeymen, like Ken Lakusta, James
Broad and Reggie Gross, have fallen
against this challenger. But victories over
competition like this certainly should not
leave the public convinced that Ruddock
has a prayer against TYson.
Ruddock, whose record stands at
22-1-1 with 15 knockouts, proved he is
a dangerous opponent in the victory over
Smith.
to news in the sports pages, and his im-
age has vacated the covers of super-
market tabloids. It seems Mike's mind is
back on boxing and training for his next
title defense. This can only mean bad
news for Ruddock.
Without the distractions of money
hungry wives, late night- punchouts in
CLASSIFIEDS
CARS FOR SALE
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100 For, Mercedes.
Corvettes, Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A18402
HELP WANTED
SPRING BREAK 1990- Individual or student
organization needed 10 promote our Spring Break
trips. Lam money, free tnps and valuable work ex-
perience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs. 1-800-327-6013
NEEDED Work Study students for general office
work for statistics Please inquire at The Sports In-
formation Office at 186 Mernonal G
Students and Clubs to ioin the '89-90 Student
Trawl Services, Sales Team Earn tASH and/or
FREE Winter and Spring Break vacations Trawl
with the best to our exciting ski and sun destina-
tions. For more information CALL:
1-800-648-4849
TRAVEL SALES - Sell spnng break package tours tc
Jamaica and Marganta Island Earn free trawl and
extra cash Great sales expenence and flexible
hours. CALL: 1-800-426-7710
WAITER/WAITRESS- Gianfrancc6 6 looking for
Part-time help dunng the days on the weekends.
Pleasant atmosphere located in Downtown Bangor
Call John or Sandy at. 942-6699 between I 00
and 2:30 P.M
CAMPUS Representatvies Needed fcr Spring Break
90' programs to Mexico-Bahamas-Flonda & S.
Padre Wand-Earn Free vacation Plus$$$$. CALL:
1800-448-2421
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PUJS RAISE
LIP 10 $1,700.00 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!! Student
roups. fraternities and sororities needed for
marketing protect on campus. For details plus a
FREE GIFT, group officers CALL: 1-800-950-8472
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED: Earn big commissions
and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cartrun, Mexico, Jamaica & Ski Trip6 to Vermont
& Colorado. For more information CAII Toll Free:
1-800-344-8360 or in Ct. (203) 967-3330
CLASSIFIEDS
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Michael - Your Morn & Dad gave you
a nice watch. Shame, for losing it in Little Hall.
I haw - Want it?? Kale: Phone - 581-4621,
Rrn. 116
LOST - Class Ring Lost; Last Seen In Field House
List on September 17 If found return to: 201 Oak
Hall Caribou High School Class Ring, While Stxie
35 Dollar Reward
LOST !EdRiack wve-nrn glasses in black Liz Clair-
bourne case. If found please call: 827-2455 after
PERSONALS
Hi! I'm an attractive 25 year old male grad stu-
dent here. I like skiing, skating, photography,
movies, trawl, moonlit walks, fireplaces, intelligent
conversation. and warm. bright. beautiful eyes.
Among other goals in life. I would like to meet
a good looking woman (20's) who es brit, friend-
ly, sophisticated, easyg.c.ima. confident, socially
aware, generally happy, and ready for a relation
ship that lies somewhere between honest friend
ship and eternal xiulmates. If this is you, please
svnte today so we can see each other tomorrow!
Send phone number, photo or reasonably accurate
stick figure. Jeff Smith PO Box 8223 Bangor. ME
04401.
Lonely? Need a Date9 Meet that special someone
today! Call DAIL I IME (405) 366-6335
Single white male. 21. seeking single white female
in early or mid 20's for companionship in honest.
commited, romantic, understanding relationship.
Must like to talk, laze around or be able to spon-
taneously dnve to Fbrtland for the hell of it. Car
optional Write to Jim Sanders courtesy of the
Daily Maine Campus
SHOPS
(in cc Ihnh Shop. Take Pine off Main, 2nd Right
onto Birch Weds
HOMES FOR SALE
ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES from S I
(U-repair). Delinquent tax properly. Repossessions
CALL: 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH18402
In that matchup, Ruddock was smash-
ed with a Smith right hand about
halfway into round two. The punch took
him off his feet and deposited him on
the canvas. Ruddock got up and was able
to survive the round. He then began to
wear down his older opponent.
The end came in round seven when
Ruddock ripped a left uppercut to
Smith's chin. Smith fell back against a
devastating puncher like Mike Tyson.
Granted, Tyson is probably the worst
person in the world to have to face after
getting up from a knockdown, but Rud-
dock feels he can beat the champion.
guddockjike many 1j/son opponents,
has talked tough about how he'll handle
the champion. However, like the Ber-
bicks. Biggs, Thomases and Larry
Holmes of the world found out, lYson
responds in the ring with his fists.
What his match boils down to is how
long can Ruddock prevent the inevitable.
Since the Spinks fight, the big problems
with TYson bouts is that the opponent
doesn't hear the bell to end the first
round.
With Williams out in 93 seconds and
Spinks gone in 91, the test for Ruddock
will be in lasting until the two-minute
mark.
Unfortunately, until. - Evander
Holyfield or some yet to be discovered
heavyweight sensation steps into the ring
with Tyson, the public will have to settle
for non-competitive bouts.
World Boxing magazine writer Jeff
Ryan summed up the "Ij'son dilemma
when he wrote, "Tyson versus any
human being - and most carnivorous
animals - is a mismatch."
Top 25 College Football
From the Associated Press
I. Notre Dame
2. Miami, Fla.
3. Colorado
4. Nebraska
5. Michigan
6. Tennessee
7. Arkansas
8. Houston
9. Pittsburgh
10. Southern Cal
11. Alabama
12. Auburn
13. North Carolina State
14. Clemson
15. Oklahoma
16. Illinois
17. Air Force
(tie) Washington State
19. Florida State
20. West 'Virgin&
21. Michigan State
22. UCLA
23. Penn State
24. South Carolina
25. Bringham Young
(tie) Florida
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Your Choice of:
•
Spaghetti
Fettucini or
Ziti (tubular pasta)
With Choice of sauce:
Tomato (no meat)
Marinara
Mushroom Marinara
Meat Sauce
White Clam Sauce
Red Clam Sauce
•
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St, Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
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Could A's be next
baseball dynasty?
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Ever so
slowly, when baseball people talk about
the Oakland Athletics, they say: "poten-
tial dynasty. "
The A's won the American League
pennant in 1988 and made changes for
-this-year-They signediree agent pitcher
Mike Moore for $3.95 million last
December- Thertrided for -outfielder
Rickey Henderson on June 20. And they
won the pennant again, closing out the
Toronto Blue Jays on Sunday in five
_ _ 
games.
ft: doesn't take --mttehrit
these days. The A's are the first repeat
pennant winner since the New York
Yankees and Los Angeles Dodgers each
did it in 1978. The 11-year stretch was the
longest in baseball history without a
team winning consecutive pennants. The
A's will open the World Series at home
Saturday.
Sandy Alderson, the vice president for'
baseball operations, and Tony La Russa,
the manager, choose their words •
carefully.
"To me, we won the division the first
three months of the season as much as
anything we did," La Russa said.
That's because Jose Canseco didn't
play until July 13 because a stress frac-
ture in his right hand, Mark McGwire
missed 14 games with a bad back and
Dennis Eckersley missed 40 games with
a strained right shoulder.
-1 like to turn negative into
positive," La Russa said. "It may have
been helpful. I'd be curious to know how
we would have done.'
The biggest difference between the '89
As and the '88 A's appears to be Hender-
son. His speed added to the offense and
his presence brought out the flair.
"I think the addition of Rickey
Henderson was the key," McGwire
said. "He showed it by getting the MVP
(in the-At'-playoffs). We didn't have a
•Brennan
against average this year, not one of the
best in the North Atlantic Conference.
"Todd's greatest asset is his athletic
ability; his quickness, his speed and his
strength," he said. "Over the course of
the years, he. has become an excellent
shotstopper and become more adept at
reading plays:'
Dyer used last Saturday's game at
Plymouth State College as a prime ex-
ample of Brennan's maturity, saying that
his senior goalkeeper took "total
domination of the penalty area:'
Using your athletic ability when you're
a goalkeeper isn't always' easy. Most of
the time the goalie stands and waits. And
can wait for a long time.
It's easy to let the game slip away from
you because most of the game takes
place away from you," Brennan said.
"I talk to myself to make'sure I'm focus-
ed on the game and nothing else.
Brennan, a business management ma-
jor, also has his superstitions and
"rituals" he goes through before each
game. Sometimes he eats the same food'
or wears the same gray undershirt when
he is on a streak. But, as any good
athlete, he always respects a streak.
"I own two pairs of goalie gloves:
Ttiey are both good. sets of gloves. One
gaAte, I went on the field without :he set
I had been playing with during a win
streak. I realized it right before the game
started and had someone run then out
to me."
player like hitri last y'ear, a guy who can
steal at will and be a great leadoff hit-
ter. "
Henderson's snatch catches and his
stutter-step home run trots got booed by
the' Toronto fans. But they, along with
Dave Parker's home run strolls and
Canseco's drives in the fast lane, give the
-A's their image: — —
"There's a fine line between rigidity
and discipline," Alderson said.
"Tony's there to maintain discipline yet
not stifle creativity and originality and
enthusiasm."
La Russa finished each playoff game
drenched in sweat. Expending a little
nervous energy, Tony?
"That was a struglle, " he said after
Satuday's 6-5 victory in Game 4.
"Whew."
He said he thinks he handles the
pressure well.
"I'm probably in better shape to go
through these games than my family or
the front office guys who don't see every
game," he said.
Alderson disagreed, a little.
"I see almost every game," he said.
However, Saturday's game did get to
him. He didn't watch Game 3 of the Na-
tional League playoffs that night.
"1 haci to avoid watching it," Alder-
son said Sunday before the A's won the
AL series.
• 
"I can take only so much'
baseball a day, and yesterday I go(all I
needed. "
When they won three consecutive
World Series during the 1970s and five
straight AL West titles, they were known
as"The Swingin' A's', Charley finley's
team had bravado, braggards and brawn.
They were led by Reggie Jackson and
they had big talent and big mouths. But
they backed it up.
This Oakland team is beginning to let
loose, too. It certainly got the Blue Jays
and their fans. 
(continued from page 9)
Some may think Brennan is a strange
character, but Dyer says that the
psychological things have also evolved
Brennan into a top goalkeeper.
"It helps him individualy, but the
player feel a sense of confidence when
he's playing and look to him for a sense
of direction. "
Key injuries, upsets
hit NFL in week 3
(AP) - Mike Ditka has always believed that his Chicago defense would re-
main solid as long as its central triangle of tackles Dan Hampton and Steve
McMichael and middle linebacker Mike Singletary remained intact.
Hampton, who underwent his ninth knee operation, missed Sunday's 42-35
loss at Tampa Bay and will miss at least five more games. Without him, the
Bears:
-Lost to the Bucs for the first time in 13 games dating back to 1982.
-Lost to a team from the little three of the NFC Central Division - the two
Bays (Green Bay and Tampa Bay) and Detroit for the first time in 27 games.
-Allowed more points they've surrendered since a 48-17 loss to Detroit op
Oct. 19, 1981. ,
-And suddenly made a two-team division looke like one in which four teams
could be a factor. The Bears and Vikings should be superior to the Bucs and
Packer!, but who knows?,
"Maybe they won their Super Bowl," Chicago's Richard Dent said of
the Bucs.
Sunday also was a day in which quarterbacks went down, with the resul-
tant impact on the division races.
One injury, a shoulder separation that will sideline Buffalo's Jim Kelly from
four to six weeks, will certainly play a role in the AFC East. Kelly, having
his best season, went down during Buffalo's 37-14 loss at Indianapolis, leav-
ing untested Frank Reich at the helm while the already bruised Bills - minus
linebacker Shane Conlan - try to keep pace.
And ;Tinny lestaverde missed the last seven minutes of Tampa Bay's•vic-
tory over Chicago with a bruised knee.
Moreover, just as Hampton's loss hurt Chicago, the effect of injuries was
felt throughout the league - positively and negatively.
In Philadelphia's 21-19 win over the New York Gianh, a victory that kept
the Eagles from falling three games behind in the NFC East, both teams
suffered.
Injured tight end Keith Jackson didn't play for the Eagles and wide receiver
Mike Quick had only one reception - a 20-yarder during Philadelphia's winn-
ing drive in the fourth quarter.
But the game also showed up the Giants' biggest weakness—lack of depth
on defense. After shutting down Philadelphia for three quarters, the Giants
allowed two touchdowns in the fourth period, perhaps because the loss of
end Eric Dorsey and linebacker Steve DeOssie left the other regulars worn
down.
On the other hand, the return of John Stephans helped New England upset
Houston 23-13. Stephans gained only 59 yards in 20 carries, but ran 11 yards
for a touchdown.
"You saw the difference with John out there," -said quarterback Doug--
Flutie, who remained unbeaten at Foxboro as the Pats broke a three-game
losing streak.
REWARD
For information and return of the large,
potted tree (Avacado) that was`removed'
from my front porch on North Main St.
last Saturday night.
No questions asked. Call: 866-5577
ATTENTION VETERANS
V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arranged for your convenience
starting on October 16, and ending on October 19
rZ ONO CAMPITS,
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
BANGOR CAIWPWO
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Bookstore
-.11111,0.
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WMEB-WCSB Hockey Poll (preseason)
•Giants
1. Michigan State
2. Harvard
3. Boston College
4. Minnesota
5. Wisconsin
6. (tie) Lake Superior State
and Providence College
8. Northern Michigan 88
9. UMaine
10. (tie) St.'Lawrence
and Bowling Green
12. Cornell . 59
JI michignn
14. Denver 30
1$. North Dakota
63
61
29
152 (4 first-place votes)
138 (1)
137 (1)
109 (4)
106 (1)
93
-
Others receiving votes - Boston University 23, Illinois-Chicago 21, er-
mont 5, Colgate 2, Clarkson 2, RP1 1, Northeastern 1, Michigan Tech 1
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
 
 
(continued from page 9)
gave up three straight singles and a run
before retiring Ryne Sandberg on a
grounder to second.
Starter Mike Bielecki, who allowed
only three hits in 7 35 innings, walked
pinch-hitter. Candy Maldonaldo, Brett
Butler and Robby-Thompson with two
outs in the eighth to load the bases.
Clark had eight RBIs in the series.
It was yet another disappointing loss
for the Cubs, who have not won a World
Series-sinEribealhig-I5Ctioa-iii-1908 and
have not even been to one since 1945.
It was the 16th NL pennant for the
Giants since the World Series started in
1903, with 14 coming when the team
played in New York. The Giants last won
a World Series in 1954 when they swept
Cleveland.
It was the first time the Giants have
clinched a title of any kind at
Candlestick Park.
The Giants and Athletics have met
each other three times in the World
Series, with the last coming in 1913 when
the A's played in Philadelphia.
441 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.,/
- Some long distance
,compames flft
_ the moon, but what you
really Want is dependable.
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
(perator assistance; dear
innections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
--And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That:s4he geniterilhe - -
\T&T Worldwide Intelligent
\etwork.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
AT&T
The right choice.
Rick Reuschel pitthed eight innings,
allowing an unearned run and seven hits.
Unlike the first four games, the star-
ting pitchers were in command.
Reuschel, bombed in Game 2 at
Chicago, allowed just the tainted run in
the third inning and Bielecki pitched six
scoreless innings before the Giants tied
it.
Almost predictably, Clark played the
part of hero again for the Giants and led
Off-the seventh- with'-a-iripie-into the
right-field corner.
Kevin Mitchell followed----with- a
sacrifice fly to deep center field, tying
the score.
The Cubs had runners at first and
third in the eighth with two outs, but
Reuschel got Andre Dawson to hit a
grounder back tattle mound, increasing
to 14 the number of runners he left on
base in the series.
With one out in the third, Mitchell lost
Walton's high fly to left in the sun for
a two-base error.
Mitchell had his sunglasses on but did
not flip them down. The ball glanced off
his glove and bounced a few feet away.
Sandberg followed with an opposite-
field RBI double, but was thrown out
trying to stretch the hit into a triple.
For the third straight day, the condi-
tions were ideal at Candlestick Park. The
game started at 12:07 p.m. in 78-degree
temperatures under a brilliant sun.
UMaine
notebook
The University of Maine golf team
once again won the East Coast Athletic
Conference Regional qualifier, edging
out Salem State and the Unviersity of
New Hampshire by two strokes.
UMaine finished the competition with
a total of 311. Salem State and UNH
were second with 313, and Dartmouth
tied with Middlebury State in fifth at
325.
Brian Lawton shot a round of 76 and
won medalist's honors on the fourth hole
of sudden death. Brett Porath and Bill
Boyington both shot 77, Josh Chase
carded an 81 and Tom Hansen had a
round of 85.
The golf team will compete in the
ECAC Championships this weekend in
Bethpage, N.Y. UMaine will also be in
the New England Intercollegiate Cham-
pionships today and Wednesday.
Good luck to the UMaine golf team.
Field hockey team has bad weekend
The Black Bear field hockey team,
after a 3-1-1 road trip that included a win
over then-I9th ranked Ball State, was
soundly defeated twice in its last two
games.
The University of Massachusetts
shutout UMaine 9-0, the worst defeat of
the year to date for the Black Bears.
Nancy Philbrick scored four goals and
Kathy D'Angelis two to pace UMass,
which is 8-3-1 on the year.
Boston College's Joelee Kosma scored
two goals, including one to break a 1-1
tie in the first half, to lead her team to
a 4-1 win over UMaine.
After Amy Corbett tied the score off
an assist from Tracey Chesley, Kosma,
Kelly Taplin and Sarah Graves got the re-
maing Eagles' goals.
BC is 4-5-2 on the year, wlile UMaine
fell to 3-7-1.
The Black Bears were outshot 65 to 13
in the two games.
Next for UMaine is a two-game set at
Providence College against the host
school and Hofstra. The next home
game is Oct. 20 against the University
of Vermont.
